Left to right: TAU Trust CEO Cara Case, Dan Patterson, Ruth Wilson MBE, Hagai
Levi, TAU Trust Chair David Meller CBE. (Photo: David Parry)

Last week, we celebrated the Steve Tisch School of Film and Television’s
50th anniversary at a red-carpet event at BAFTA, where we welcomed TAU
alum Hagai Levi, who talked about his celebrated career in a lively conversation
with Mock the Week's Dan Patterson. Our audience was the ﬁrst to see
Hagai’s ﬁlm that he re-edited and restored for our event. Please read Brigit
Grant's fabulous article about Night at the Movies that is in the Jewish News
this week. Click here to view a photo gallery of some very memorable moments
starring Hollywood actress Ruth Wilson, Hagai, and more!
Tel Aviv University has been busy, and I hope you have a moment to read about
some amazing updates on our star faculty and students.
We apologize that the webinar planned for this week was cancelled due to
unforeseen circumstances but hope to reschedule that soon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Cara G. Case
Chief Executive

In a global breakthrough, TAU
researchers in Dr Adi Barzel's lab
have engineered type-B blood cells
outside the body to develop
antibodies against the HIV virus that
causes AIDS, enabling treatment for
HIV with a single injection
Tel Aviv University scientists’
breakthrough uncovers mechanism
of gene mutations linked to autism,
schizophrenia, and other brain
disorders

TAU Prof. Noga Alon Wins the
Prestigious Shaw Prize in
Mathematical Sciences

Tel Aviv University Research team
identiﬁes the earliest luxury fruit
trees from charcoal found in ancient
ﬁreplaces

Cyber Week 2022
June 27–30, 2022

Cyber Week is a large annual
international cybersecurity event,
hosted each year at Tel Aviv
University. Over the past 12 years,
Cyber Week has become
internationally acclaimed as one of
the top cybersecurity events in the
world. Cyber Week offers a unique

gathering of cybersecurity experts,
industry leaders, startups, investors,
academics, diplomats, and
government ofﬁcials. Events will run
for a full week and include over 50
roundtables, panels, workshops,
forums, BSides, competitions, and
more.
View the schedule of free online
events and REGISTER HERE.

Scholarship Campaign
Help ensure that at-risk students can continue to pursue their studies and make
an impact on the world. Our future depends on their future…Their future
depends on YOU!
Donate Now

Leave a Legacy
Be remembered as someone who
made a lasting difference by leaving
a gift in your will to the students and
researchers at Tel Aviv
University. Contact Avril
Fleishman for more details
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